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Rapports de recherche / Research Reports 

Enkù Beyond the Boom: 
Off or On the Tracks of Shugendô? 

Robert Duquenne 

It is almost as a law in physics that the attention of the crowds centers on eccen¬ 

trics and eccentricity, and that the boom thus initiated or ignited exerts a lasting saturation. Whatever the focus or victim of such a boom could have done or still 

endeavours to do only results in intensifying the effect of this law. (And some of 
the Victims' are able enough to grow a philosophical sense about this effect and its 

practical potentialities). There is nothing to be done but to wait for the smoke to recede until a clearer view can be restored. 

But there is no smoke without fire, and Enkù HI S is no stranger to the boom 
launched in the 1950's, with its first apex being an exhibition at the Kamakura 
National Museum of Modern Art in 1959: The venue itself illustrates the very 
character of this boom as a response of Japanese specialists in Western modern art 
to the outstanding originality of Enku s sculptures (in those years, his few paintings 
were still unknown). And indeed, those sculptures are literally outstanding when 
compared to the atelier production of professional Buddhist sculptors of Enkus 
time. Whatever the iconographical variety owed to the emergence of new cults, 
either from continental or autochthonous origins, sculpture after the 14th century 
remains essentially religious and concentrates on reproduction or restoration of 
former models: it undergoes a constant decline, in striking contrast with the cre¬ 
ativity of architecture, painting, calligraphy or ceramics. 

"Literally outstanding" may sound a bit pompous but I beg it be understood 
within the limits of its literal meaning. The protohistory of Shugendô knows of 
Mangan Shônin MU (or M#)_tÀ (720-818), the founder of three jingiiji in 
Kashima (749), Hakone HNS (759, where his sculpted portrait is enshrined), 
and Ise (763: Tado Jingùji whose name refers to the vow he accom¬ 
plished when he completed the recitation of ten thousand volumes (man-kan HH): 
More precisely, ten thousand recitations of the Hôkô-daishôgon-gyô in 
12 volumes (T. 3, 187: Divâkara's translation 680-688, of the Lalitavistara ): to me 
it is still a mystery why he chose this text, a most extreme instance in the legendary 
developments of the life of the Buddha. But the only relevant point to stress here 
is that 12 times 10 thousand is 120 thousand, and in 1690, 28 years after his first 
dated sculptures, Enkù claims to have fulfilled his vow of producing 100 thousand 
'bodies' (jumantai +MM), of which only 5,205 items of all sized have been authen¬ 
ticated by 2006. The authentication of the remaining 4,795 items will be left to 
future generations. To be sure, all these 'bodies' are not as massive as his sculptures 
in Hokkaido $531, Michinoku and Akita (1666-1667: all together 72 
items). Enkus vow was made in the course of time as evidenced in an increasing 
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number of smaller and swifter sculptures, culminating in two series of 'thousand 
bodies' at Ryusenji and Arako Kannonji in Nagoya (1676) as well 
as the 'thousand Jizô' in the Jizôdô iÉiScit of Tsushima §JJS. 

The idea of such a vow may have occurred to him in 1674 while he was at Shima 
âëH, Mie prefecture HSU, restoring two sets of the Daihannyakyô in 
600 vols. At Sanzôji in Katada village and at the Yakushidô in 
Agomachi HIET, and supplying in each set the missing frontispieces mikaeshi BML 
with drawings of his own 54 and 62 respectively, based on the traditional image of 
Sâkyamuni with his retinue of sixteen bodhisattvas, together with Xuanzang 
Jinsha taishô and others (each drawing being in a more and more cursive 
style). Visibly, this "quantitative" concern in his sculptural works grows in the very 
spirit of a shakyô MM. practice, even if rather than copying scriptures he draws and 
carves images (his prolific poetry is alas also in the same spirit). 

Whereas Mangan is but a prominent example among many other devotees in 
copying scriptures, Enku in his own time had maybe only one emulator in Takuan 
MM (1573-1645), who devoted himself in drawing everyday an image of Fudô myôô 

and initiated thus a practice apparently specific to Rinzai monks, 
such as Hakuin âfët (1685-1768) and Sengai fUiJ® (1750-1837). Chronologically 
in-between comes Gyôdô Mokujiki frîËTfclll (1718-1810), who explicitly emulated 
Enku in his sculptural work, however different his own inspiration. 

As for Enku s literally outstanding position in the history of Japanese sculp¬ 
ture, I would more specifically contrast his work with the so-called nata-bori 
Ws "hatchet carving" characteristic in the work of certain provincial ateliers in the 
12th-13th centuries (mainly in Eastern Japan but also in Shiga MM and Hyôgo & 
J$: possibly a Tendai tradition). The latter are works by professionally trained busshi 

whose aesthetic intention it is to interrupt their work at the stage of rough 
carving (ara-bori f&S£) and refrain from further finition ( ko-zukuri : polish¬ 
ing, lacquering and guilting). In a time when the Nara period intricate techniques 
of assembling (yosegi-zukuri Wja) were revived, the nata-bori carving marks a 
return to the ichiboku-zukuri technique which prevailed in the 9th-10th cen¬ 
turies: this may be the only common aspect of atelier works in nata-bori carving 
and the sculptures by devoted but untrained artists such as Enku and Mokujiki 
(who anyways both lacked the professional skill and possibly the patience to show 
proficiency in assembling techniques). 

To have drawn the attention of academic specialists on these sculptures by 
religious practitioners (gyôja-kei chôkoku fr#MJS2M) is one of the merits of Prof. 
Kuno Takeshi but I hardly share his hopes of retracing antecedents to Enku s 
work. Some traces of nata-bori do indeed survive in one only Jizô fÈM statuette 
(21 cm.), signed in 1384 by a Mokujiki-gyônin Ninkai fH#£, otherwise unknown, 
but too many "missing links" are required to extend a hypothetical filiation down 
to the Edo period. This filiation might eventually lead to Gyôdô Mokujiki, leav¬ 
ing Enku aside: whatever Mokujiki's originality, a certain professional training is 
manifest through all his work, as well as the influence of late Ming imagery; and 
whatever his material or his subject, he hardly ventures beyond the formal frame 
of atelier conventions and the shaping of "ronde bosse." Quite not so in Enku s 
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case: he may have received some rudiments, hardly evidenced in his earliest dated 
statuettes of 1663-1664, but more so in his massive sculptures of the years 1666-
1667 in Hokkaido and northern Honshu, after a mysterious gap in 1665. Unlike 
Mokujiki, Enku s technical progresses and his sense of proportions are constantly 
in the making: they visibly result from the experiments of an autodidact, whose 
inspiration widens with his keener attention to the planks and logs left at his dis¬ 
posal, their shapes and veinures, the teaching from the wood he is carving. In this 
we know him no master and, except the spiritual filiation claimed by Mokujiki, no 
disciples but too many plagiarists in the wave of the Enkù boom. 

Nata-bori, the term itself, is a neologism created by art historians (possibly 
Kuno himself, for one), and the traditional and more accurate term for this type of 
sculpture is arabori $&!£. To all sculptors it is evident that a nata a hatchet, is of 
little use even at this first stage of rough finition. Enku s sculptures actually bear 
traces of various tools, and a whole set, traditionally given as his own, is piously 
preserved. Yet he is remembered as a miracle worker with a single hatchet as his only 
tool (nata ittcho this at least is agreed upon by his two first biographers, 
both later by a century or even more and both interested in Enku s "outstanding" 
position, however specific their own reasons for this interest: 

Enku's first biography, 95 years after his death, is included in the Kinsei-kijin-
den SâitïWtÀff "traditions about marginal men in recent generations," published in 
1790 by Ban Kôkei (1733-1806), a literate who hardly left his native Kyoto 
(where Enku, to our knowledge has never been) and whose dilettantish interest 
is already inscribed in the title of his work: kijin "the people at the fringe of the 
field" are those who, in Zhuangzi's words, are "marginals among the humans 
but equal to Heaven," who break off with everything in order to adhere only to 
Heaven, and the author's preface stresses that such people, the more obscure ones 
being the more virtuous, still existed in recent times. Enkû's second biographer, 
in 1844, is Zen'ei by then the abbot of Jokaisan Kannonji ?=P|JU11eNf in 
Arako jft1?- (Nagoya) and the author of the Jokai-zakki "various records" 
about this monastery, where Enku received his instruction and first ordination as 
a master in Tendai precepts. 

Of no consequence is their disagreement concerning Enkû's birthplace: 
Take-ga-hana fïïM-or Naka-no-mura 4, both near nowadays Gifu-Hashima K 
■33, are barely distant by a 20 km., but Naka-no-mura seems more likely, as it 
is there that Enku founded in 1670 a Kannon chapel to commemorate his mother 
(Uhôji in Zen'ei's text). This also favours Zen'ei's tradition about Enkû's 
origins: a Katô family MW&: related to the Fujiwara clan HJHUS (possibly local 
landlords loosely related to this illustrious clan). 

Illustrative of the respective concerns of both biographers is that Ban Kôkei 
extols Enkus oracular gifts (however contradicted in later history), whereas Zen'ei 
dwells on imperial honours bestowed upon Enkù (very unlikely, but they are meant 
to enhance the position of his almost ruined monastery). More relevant is that both 
mention two sets of colossal temple guardians which are both extant: according 
to Ban Kôkei, the ones at Senkoji Senkôji in Takayama ïlîlil were carved 
directly in two standing trees (tachiki and the leftover chips were carved into 
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a thousand figurines, which Enku threw in an nearby pond to placate the evil spirit 
dwelling there; Zen'ei, no doubt, stays closer to reality when he records that the 
two guardians at Kannonji were erected at the gate after having been carved (in 
horizontal position, as normally done). The chips carved into a "thousand" figurines 
account for the great number of sculptures extant in Zen'ei's time and in ours: they 
have been retrieved in 1972, from a box hidden in the superstructures of the gate, 
and autograph inscriptions by Enkii identify them as Engaku HU, Shômon MM, 
Daijizaiten Bonten and other avatars of Kannon according to the 
Fumonbon-chapter i=f PIpp of the Lotus sûtra. 

Both authors agree about Enku s last retreat at Mirokuji in Ikejiri ftkK 
(near nowadays Seki BflrfJ), where Enku "took his end" (owari o toreri in 
Ban Kôkei's cryptic euphemism) or, in Zen'ei's terms: "prepared for the pure act 
of rebirth yonder" (ôjô nojôgô which he accomplished in Genroku 7U§ 
8.7.15 (1695: the date on his gravestone at Mirokuji): this could refer to "entering 
samâdhi ( nyùjô À/Ë) and preparing for Maitreya's coming, and the oral tradition 
at Mirokuji would have been confirmed if all archives and other evidence had not 
been, together with Mirokuji itself, reduced to ashes in 1922. 

Both biographies are again following parallel and independent tracks concerning 
two major but successive episodes in Enku's life. Ban Kôkei has no word about Enku s 
training in the Tendai tradition and mentions, in the latter part of his biography, 
Enku's early peregrinations in Ezo territories (Hokkaido), where he converted 
people and is remembered as Ima-shaka 4" IP®!: Sâkyamuni in this present time. 
Zen' ei, on the other hand is totally silent about this proselytizing activity in Ezo 
and puts forwards Enkus more "orthodox" affiliation to the Tendai school. 

Far from dramatically "running away from a certain monastery at the age of 23," 
as Ban Kôkei has it, Enku went patiently through the initiation to both mandatas. 
Gyôki ItJè was his ideal model (Gyôki also inspired Saichô's MM bodhisattva ideal, 
and he is traditionally considered as the founder of several monasteries in Mino 
province HiH®, beginning with Kôdenji in Kasugai #0#, where Enku 
underwent his first initiation, Arako Kannonji, and Mirokuji which he restored and 
adopted as his last retreat). Apparently but not explicitly in Zen'ei's words, Enku's 
vow to carve 120.000 buddha "bodies" ( bukku {#Hh) was inspired by this ideal, but 
one would also think of Mangan's 10.000 copies or 120.000 volumes and the copies 
of the Lotus sûtra which Saichô vowed to have enshrined in six stiipas throughout 
the country. In response to this vow, the deity on Mount Fuji is said to have given 
him the famous nata hatchet, but rather than Mount Fuji where Enku left no 
trace to our knowledge, Hakusan Sill where Ban Kôkei locates a similar apparition 
has a far greater presence in Enkû's life and links him to yet another ideal model 
of the early 8th. century: Taichô MM, who "opened the mountain" about the same 
time that En no gyôja "opened" Kimpusen and whose descendants of 
the Nishigotô HttgB priestly family were Enku s first known patrons in 1663-1664. 

Even if Enku ran from his monastery when young, there is no doubt that he 
resumed a more "orthodox" path in his maturity, but only then, and that he felt 
in need of recognition: in his own writings, he refers to a stay at Hôryùji 
in 1671, and his admission into the Hossô ïÈffl lineage; dated sculptures attest a 
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pilgrimage on Mount Ômine in 1675 and maybe also two years before (in 

1673 at Tenkawa all his training in the Tendai tradition follows later, at 

Onjoji SUM# (Miidera H#) in 1679 and 1689, before and after an initiation in 

rituals at Nikko Bit in 1682 and, in 1684 at Arako Kannonji, a formal recognition 

among the masters entitled to confer the bodhisattva precepts. 

Born in 1632 (according to an autograph discovered only in 1976), he was already 

32 at the time of his first dated sculptures (1663-1664) and there is hardly any 

clue to his activities during the previous years. Both rather close to Enku s native 

province, Mount Ibuki and Hakusan rather than Omine or Nikkô were his 

first retreats and always remained his references, however secondary by his time 

after a long history: earlier and more widely than Mount Hiei .tfciXlil, they stood 

barring the evil influences threatening from the north-east the imperial palace (suc¬ 

cessively located in Yamato Ôtsu and Kyoto). Their geographic isolation 

favoured both their autonomy towards the capital and their openness towards the 

immigrants established in Ômi iEaX and Echizen (respectively Saichô's and 

Taichô's native provinces). Hakusan alias Shirayama would owe its name either to 

the Silla frfl kingdom or to Paekdosan â St ill at the present border between Korea 

and Mandchuria, formerly at the centre of Bohai MM kingdom. Echizen was also 

the maritime way to Northern Japan (safer and more frequented than the Pacific 

coast). In Enku s time, both Echizen and Oshima peninsula in southern¬ 

most Ezo were ruled by related branches of the Takeda clan KE0S; and, without 

the Takedas' devoted patronage to Hakusan, one may wonder if Enku ever would have embarked to Ezo. 

As Ban Kôkei and against chronological evidence, I come at last to Enku s early 

peregrinations in the Far North, which encompass the years 1666-1668, from his 

35th to his 37th year of age. The repetitive character of his sculptures in this period 

made them less attractive to the esthetes surfing on the waves of the boom, their 

sacredness as "shintai" fffH in local sanctuaries and more merely their weight are 

fairly reasonable grounds for their too rare display. Yet they are the only works 

to have been noticed already in the 18th century and studied by local historians in 

prewar and pre-boom years. Some are, as nowhere else, garbed with legends and 

bearing in specific facial mutilations the traces of their later destiny. 
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